The connector SafA interacts with the multi-sensing domain of PhoQ in Escherichia coli.
Sensor histidine kinases of two-component signal transduction systems (TCSs) respond to various environmental signals and transduce the external stimuli across the cell membrane to their cognate response regulators. Recently, membrane proteins that modulate sensory systems have been discovered. Among such proteins is SafA, which activates the PhoQ/PhoP TCS by direct interaction with the sensor PhoQ. SafA is directly induced by the EvgS/EvgA TCS, thus connecting the two TCSs, EvgS/EvgA and PhoQ/PhoP. We investigated how SafA interacted with PhoQ. Bacterial two-hybrid and reporter assays revealed that the C-terminal region (41-65 aa) of SafA activated PhoQ at the periplasm. Adding synthetic SafA(41-65) peptide to the cell culture also activated PhoQ/PhoP. Furthermore, direct interaction between SafA(41-65) and the sensor domain of PhoQ was observed by means of surface plasmon resonance. NMR spectroscopy of (15) N-labelled PhoQ sensor domain confirmed that SafA and Mg(2+) provoked a different conformational change of PhoQ. Site-directed mutagenesis studies revealed that R53, within SafA(41-65), was important for the activation of PhoQ, and D179 of the PhoQ sensor domain was required for its activation by SafA. SafA activated PhoQ by a different mechanism from cationic antimicrobial peptides and acidic pH, and independent of divalent cations and MgrB.